We consider practical implementations of compressed bitvectors, which support rank and select operations on a given bit-string, while storing the bit-string in compressed form. Our approach relies on variable-to-fixed (V2F) encodings of the bit-string, an approach that has not yet been considered systematically for practical encodings of bit-vectors. This approach leads to fast practical implementations with low redundancy (i.e., the space used by the bitvector in addition to the compressed representation of the bit-string), and is a flexible and promising solution to the problem of supporting rank and select on moderately compressible bit-strings, such as those frequently found in real-world applications.
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We give an approach for density-sensitive encoding of a bit-vector that has a significantly lower redundancy over that of Navarro and Providel [1] by using Tunstall codes. We also give a class of so-called "enumerative" codes, which generalizes both the Khodak code and run-length encoding. Our results show that this approach leads to very compact and high-performance compressed bit-vectors.
Our test files consist of two sets: (i) uniformly-distributed bitvectors with various zero densities, and (ii) bitvectors which have long runs of zeros and ones with same zero densities as the previous set. We tested the space usage and rank/select performance in these files and compare with other structures like rsdic implementation from Okanohara [2] (which is based on [1] ), and sdarray from Okanohara and Sadakane [3] in these files. Experiment shows that our structure uses less space than others in files with long consecutive zeros or ones and has similiar performance to sdarray and rsdic in rank and select test. 
